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Gender distribution in higher education leadership in Vietnam

(Tran & Nguyen, 2020)



Literature Review



Literature review
Leadership in Higher Education

(Juntrasook, 2014)

• Contested meanings
• Types of leadership 



Literature review



Literature review
Leadership labyrinth and its components

(Eagly & Carli, 2007)

• Narrow entry, many twists and turns
• Reach the destination

Literatures
Components of the woman labyrinth

(Eagly & Carli, 2007)



Background to Vietnamese context 

• Patriarchy

• Confucianism “Three Obediences”, “Four Virtues”

• “Woman of two goods”: Excellent at work, Resourceful at home

• Cement ceiling: 77 jobs cannot be done by women, retiring age 55 years and 8 
months (2022)

• Intellectual women to leadership “Long journey, heavy burden”

(Bao Han, 2017)







Research methods

Flexibility & ability to 
gather rich data (Hugh-
Jones & Gibson, 2012)

Opportunity for 
insights into the 
psychological & social 
world of participants 
(Smith & Osborn, 
2007)

Semi-
structured 
interview

Participant-driven 
photographs promote 
dialogue and introduce 
new dimensions to the 
research (Bates et al, 
2017)

Photos are used as a 
stimulus to elicit richer 
accounts of the 
phenomena under 
study (Frith & 
Harcourt, 2007)

Photo 
elicitation

• The use of photos within an interviewing setting
• Beyond words



Photo
Examples of photos brought by participants 



DataProcess of Data Analysis 



From experiential statements to PETs



From PETs to GETs 





The use of metaphors in leadership studies

Help illustrate a 
complex reality 
(Miles et al, 1994)

Create awareness on 
aspects of 
phenomena that 
went unnoticed 
before (Lakoff & 
Johnson, 1980)

Communicate ideas 
about complex and 
difficult to understand 
social phenomena 
such as leadership 
(Alvesson & Spicer, 
2011)

Metaphors



Findings: Vietnamese female academic career is in the river



Challenges 

Push to the 
water, swimming 

on her own

Stuck in the 
water wheel

Wash to the 
ocean 



How female academics navigate the river

Let it drift

Monitor the 
water and 
weather 
carefully 

Learn to 
navigate 

from  
captain

Navigate 
way to 
foreign 
water

Keep on 
floating



How women see themselves in the university

Female Male



The river is a better metaphor for female academic leaders’ journey

3D image of 
the 
challenges

Moving 
barriers not 
static

Opportunity 
to rise and 
flow with 
the water



Contribution
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Thank you very much
Your comments, questions, and feedback are greatly appreciated !


